
 

 

 

“Wave Pool” and “Woozie Coozie” Tall Cup Cozy Duo 
 

by Betsy Lowery 
 

 

This pattern is entirely my own, employing a two-color chart (or a knit-purl chart if worked in 

one color) inspired by the “double lightning” stitch motif. Before landing on the name “woozie 

coozie,” I had in mind to call this design “motion sickness” – but I texted my daughters for some 

help, and they inspired me to get on a better path (no pun intended). 

 

Please read all instructions before beginning. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Level 

Intermediate 

 

Skills Required 

Alternate cable cast-on 

Knit 

Purl 

Double ribbing (2x2) 

Working with two yarn sources at the same time (for Wave Pool option) 

“Make 1” increase 

“Miraculous elastic bind-off” – a stretchy bind-off for ribbing  

 

Materials 

Size 6 straight needles 

Two colors of yarn for Wave Pool option; one color for Woozie Coozie option 

Stitch markers (2) 

Plastic needle 

 

Note 

|~| symbol is placed to alert you to actual knitting instructions within helpful explanatory notes. 

 

Begin 

|~| Get your two stitch markers in hand (snips of a plastic drinking straw work great!). In 

alternate cable method, cast on 1, place marker, cast on 36, place marker, cast on 1. Total of 38 

stitches. This cast-on is ideal when your project begins with ribbing. It looks nice on either side 

of your work, and it is not difficult to learn. You begin as with knitted cast on, but once you have 

2 stitches worked, make all remaining stitches by inserting right needle tip BETWEEN AND 

BELOW the two end stitches instead of INTO the last loop. 



 

 

|~| Starting on WS, work 2 rows double ribbing (k2,p2), starting and ending the first row with a 

single PURL stitch: p1, (k2, p2), p1. Keep end two stitches of project in stockinette throughout, 

even in the final rows of ribbing, knitting on the right side and purling on the wrong side. These 

end stitches wind up being in the seam. 

 

|~| Increase row (WS): Purl 1 stitch, inc 1 purlwise (using “make 1” method, working into the bar 

between stitch just purled and the next stitch), slip marker, purl rest of row. (39) 

 

|~| Next row: Begin charted pattern shown below, remembering to increase outside the 

markers on rows 7, 12, and 17. See “Helpful Tips” below. Note: there is an odd number of 

stitches just now, so you will have 2 stitches outside the marker on one end, and 1 on the other 

end. Work rows 1-18, ending with a WS row. Odd rows are RS rows. 
 

Work chart stitches from right to left, bottom (row 1) to top (row 18). Written instructions are 

given, also. 
 

All instructions for charted color or texture design apply to the stitches between the 

markers. Outside the markers for 2-color cozy, work main color in stockinette. Outside the 

markers for 1-color cozy, work in stockinette. When working with main color (MC) and CC 

(contrasting color), loosely carry each yarn, in turn, behind 3 worked stitches on every row to 

reach the next stitch to be worked in each color. To keep yarn sources from twisting around and 

around each other, keep MC carries “on top” and CC carries “under.” If that doesn’t make sense, 

ask a knitting friend to help you. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         YYarn “carries” on reverse side 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Wave Pool (2 colors of yarn; MC = main color, CC = contrasting color) 

Odd rows are right side rows. Repeat design across each row to marker. 
 

Row 1: (k3 in MC, k3 in CC) 

Row 2: p1 in MC, (p3 in CC, p3 in MC), p2 in CC 

Row 3: k1 in MC, (k3 in CC, k3 in MC), k3 in CC, k2 in MC 

Row 4: p2 MC, (p3 CC, p3 MC), p3 CC, p1 MC 

Row 5: k2 MC, (k3 CC, k3 MC), k3 CC, k1 MC 

Row 6: (p3 CC, p3 MC) 

Row 7: INC outside marker, then As row 1 (40 sts) 

Row 8: As row 2 

Row 9: As row 3 

Row 10: As row 4 

Row 11: As row 5 

Row 12: INC outside marker, then As row 6 (41 sts) 

Row 13: As row 1 

Row 14: As row 2 

Row 15: As row 3 

Row 16: As row 4 

Row 17: INC outside marker, then As row 5 (42 sts) 

Row 18: As row 6 

 

 

Woozie Coozie (1 color of yarn) 

Odd rows are right side rows. Repeat design across each row to marker. 
 

Row 1: (k3, p3) 

Row 2: (p1, k3, p3, k3, p2) 

Row 3: (k1, p3, k3, p3, k2) 

Row 4: (p2, k3, p3, k3, p1)     Below, my “helpful tip” of attach- 

Row 5: (k2, p3, k3, p3, k1)     ing a row counter note with increase 

Row 6: (k3, p3)      rows circled is illustrated: 

Row 7: INC outside marker, then As row 1 (40 sts) 

Row 8: As row 2 

Row 9: As row 3 

Row 10: As row 4 

Row 11: As row 5 

Row 12: INC outside marker, then As row 6 (41 sts) 

Row 13: As row 1 

Row 14: As row 2 

Row 15: As row 3 

Row 16: As row 4 

Row 17: INC outside marker, then As row 5 (42 sts) 

Row 18: As row 6 

 

 

|~| Next row: Knit all sts. On this row or any row after, you may remove the stitch markers. 



 

 

|~| Now, complete the cozy by working 2 rows double rib—being careful to align stitches to 

match the ribs at the bottom – you may not begin at “knit 2.” Also, continue to keep each end 

stitch knitted on RS and purled on WS! 

 

|~| Bind Off Loosely in “Miraculous Elastic Bind-off” 

With wrong side of project facing you, use Miraculous Elastic Bind-off to create a stretchy top 

edge that looks prettiest on the front of the finished cozy. You can find instructions for this bind-

off online. It takes a little maneuvering of the needles’ tips, but the result is well worth the effort. 

 

|~| Secure last stitch and cut a yarn tail long enough to seam the edges, with right sides of project 

held together. Weave ends in and turn cozy right side out. 

 

Why Markers? 

The markers will stay with 36 stitches between them, to indicate the area for the pattern design. 

This is a 12-stitch motif you work three times across, for the 18 rows the pattern requires. 

Increases will take place on the very edges of the project, outside the markers, just inside the end 

stitch. 

 

Why Increases? 

On increase rows, use “make 1” method to add a stitch just inside the first stitch, knitwise on RS 

rows and purlwise on WS rows. The increases add width to the cozy as you knit it from bottom 

to top, to fit a tapered-shaped coffee cup, either paper or hard plastic reusable. Increases are 

worked on alternating ends of the project. 

 

Helpful Tips 

1. Create a small paper note to use as a handy row counter and make a small hole in the 

paper. Tie the paper to the end of your cast-on yarn tail. Write the numbers 1 through18. 

Use a pen or pencil to cross rows off as you complete them in the 18-row motif sequence. 

Circle the numbers 7, 12, and 17. Jot on your note that the circled numbers are increase 

rows. It’s easy to forget the increases! Use whatever method helps you to remember. 

 

2. For the one-color cozy “Woozie Coozie,” you might also pin a small tag on the front side 

(RS) of the work to identify it as RS. The one-color option winds up looking almost the 

very same on both sides, and you may find yourself looking for the very first knit row 

above the lower ribbing to identify the right side if you lose track of what row you just 

worked. 

 

Design Suggestion 

Test models looked better if stitches outside the markers were not kept in pattern. Therefore, for 

better results, simply keep all stitches outside the markers in stockinette stitch. 

 

Gift-giving Suggestion! 

Place finished cozy inside a clean, new, hard plastic 

resuable coffee shop cup with lid; also place inside 

the cup a coffee gift card. Beautiful; practical; delicious! 


